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RediscoveRing data

How law firms recaptured 
shrinking e-discovery 
revenue and what that 
teaches us about broader 
innovation goals.

By Gina Passarella
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Nelson Mullins

E-discovery lawyers/
technologists: 84

Contract lawyers: 500 to 1,200

Rates for e-discovery lawyers: 
Regular firm rates

Target clients: Clients 
otherwise not engaged with 
Nelson Mullins

”To do This well, you can’T jusT dip your Toe in This waTer. iT’s been 

hard for ThaT invesTmenT To make sense for a loT of oTher firms.” 

—nelson mullins’ john marTin
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for nelson mullins, The 2009 launch of The 

firm’s wholly owned e-discovery practice En-
compass started four years earlier when a big 
pharmaceutical client liked how the firm ar-
gued the e-discovery motions in a case. In a 
subsequent matter, that company was being 
represented by Jones Day, but it asked Nelson 
Mullins to handle the e-discovery component. 
From there, things snowballed.

“To do this well, you can’t just stick your toe 
in this water,” says John Martin, a Columbia, 
South Carolina, partner in charge of Encom-
pass. It requires a dedicated internal staff of law-
yers and technologists, data  review centers and 
data hosting centers that can run 24/7 at scale, 
he says. “It’s been hard for that investment to 
make sense for a lot of other firms,” Martin says. 

At Nelson Mull ins,  that investment 
morphed from two lawyers, including Martin, 
to 84 dedicated Nelson Mullins staff, another 
500 to 1,200 contract review attorneys hired 
on an as-needed basis, a data server center in 
Dayton, Ohio, two main data review centers 
in Columbia and Nashville and several more 

across the country. Much of that technology 
came in-house about two years ago. 

About one-third of the 84 full-time pro-
fessionals are lawyers who bill out at normal 
Nelson Mullins rates and focus on e-discovery 
strategy and arguing in court. Another third 
are attorney project managers who manage 
the reviews in the review centers. The final 
third is the fastest-growing group, Encom-
pass’ technology team.

The group charges for some items on an 
hourly basis, but 90 to 95 percent of its mat-
ters are carried out under an alternative fee 
arrangement, such as flat fees. While the 
team started off by representing a few firm 
pharmaceutical clients, now 5 percent or less 
of the team’s work is for existing Nelson Mul-
lins clients—bringing in revenue that the firm 
otherwise wouldn’t capture. 

Martin says the team is one of the top 
three practices at the $380.5 million law 
firm, which soared onto The Am Law 100 
this year at 88th place with a revenue jump 
of more than 18 percent.


